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REFLECTING BACK ON 2021,
LATICRETE AUSTRALIA
EXPERIENCED ONE OF OUR
BUSIEST YEARS YET.
We dealt with our fair share of challenges, as did everybody this year, but thanks
to the support of our customers and suppliers, we have kept to our commitment in
supplying the construction market with safe, innovative tile and stone installation
materials that you have all come to expect from LATICRETE.
LATICRETE is celebrating an important milestone this
year – our 65th anniversary as a company. It was
back in 1956 that LATICRETE was founded by
Dr. Henry M. Rothberg and his wife Lillian R. Rothberg,
and we are proud to remember our heritage and
expand upon the work of our founders.

We hope that you get to enjoy the upcoming holiday
period surrounded by your loved ones. The team at
LATICRETE Australia will be enjoying a well-deserved
break. Be sure to note the important closure dates as
provided in our 2021 Holiday Schedule and
reopening dates for 2022.

After 12 years of service, we said farewell to Annie
Harvey, our former administration officer, who is now
enjoying her retirement with her family. Our QLD Head
Office team has grown as we welcome new team
members and wish them all the best in their careers
with LATICRETE Australia.

Make sure you’re up to date with all things on LATICRETE
by following us on social media.

In this newsletter we feature and showcase our
STONETECH® range. AllPrep Flooring Specialists begin
works using the LATICRETE® SUPERCAP® pump truck
on the prestigious One Sydney Harbour project for
Lendlease. Featured is a gorgeous project spotlight in
Armadale featuring LATICRETE products.
LATICRETE is committed to training both on the job site
and in the classroom, and share some of our training
activities, including trade events, live demonstrations,
and webinars.

For Technical Support, or to chat with us about your
next project, call LATICRETE on 1800 331 012 or
email: sales@laticrete.com.au
Thank you for your continued support to LATICRETE,
we hope you enjoy reading this issue.
Best wishes to you & your family for a prosperous,
COVID free 2022! Keep well and stay safe.

Emma Tschannen
LATICRETE Australia
General Manager
Follow us:

Our Technical Service team has written an
interesting and informative article on Waterproof
Membrane Systems - Moisture Vapour Reduction
and Substrate Wetness.
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THE INSIDE SCOOP

LATICRETE® 65TH ANNIVERSARY MESSAGE
FROM OUR CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD.
This year marks our 65th Anniversary! David A. Rothberg,
Chairman of the Board and former CEO, shares how the
LATICRETE family business was created and how it will
continue for years to come.
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"The founder of LATICRETE were my parents, Dr. Henry M. Rothberg and his wife
Lillian Rothberg. My father loved chemistry and was fascinated by it. While getting
his degree in Chemical Engineering, he worked installing floors at a flooring company.
That’s where he got his passion for discovering new ways to install tile and stone.
So, in the basement of a home in Connecticut, USA he began experimenting with
different formulas using liquid rubber…hence where the company name LATICRETE
came from − latex and concrete.
While he had no formal business training, he understood the value of the brand and
controlling his own destiny. His strong belief in family and building a legacy for them
was also very important. His passion and commitment is what lead LATICRETE to
be the company it is today.
After 65 years, what began as a private, family-owned company, will continue to stay
that way − it's part of our commitment to our customers, our employees and our
communities. As the 2nd generation (myself and brother Henry) pass the torch
to the next generation, we are guiding them in their responsibilities to continue the
legacy their grandparents started - providing our employees a good life, and our
customers and communities around the world with excellent products and terrific
customer service.
The success LATICRETE has achieved didn't come by accident, and neither will the
success of this transition to the 3rd and 4th generation. They're learning the business
from the ground up; their grandfather and grandmother would be very happy!”
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TEAM ANNOUNCEMENTS

RETIREMENT - ANNIE HARVEY
After 12 years of committed service to LATICRETE
Australia as an administration officer, Annie Harvey
is now enjoying retirement.
If you’ve ever phoned or visited LATICRETE Australia Head Office, QLD, Annie
was the happy, cheery voice you got to know and love when you called or
visited the premises. LATICRETE Australia team members and customers are
going to miss the happy cheery and sometimes naughty but fun personality.
Enjoy every minute of your retirement Annie – you will be missed by all!
Annie Harvey

EMPLOYEE SERVICE AWARDS - 10 YEARS
Congratulations to Wally Van Gool, LATICRETE NSW
Warehouse Storeman on 10 years of service to LATICRETE
Australia – what a milestone!
Wallys’ years of service is a true testimony of his loyalty, dedication, and commitment
to the organisation. He is a valuable member of our team. Wishing Wally the best and
continued success.
"Through the years, your talents and efforts have helped our success. Together,
we take pride in your accomplishment and your commitment to excellence.
Congratulations on your anniversary!" ~ Emma Tschannen

Wally Van Gool

NEW EMPLOYEES

Four new employees have joined the Head Office in QLD.
Wishing the below new team members much success and happiness in their new position at LATICRETE Australia.

Julie-ann Penney
Administration Officer

Aaron Piggott
Administration Assistant

Jay Lubach
Marketing Assistant

Richard Moss
Warehouse Hand
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INSERT
OUR
COMMITMENT
PAGE TITLE TO SUSTAINABILITY

DESIGN &
CONSTRUCT
WITH
SUSTAINABLE
ECO-FRIENDLY
PRODUCTS

LATICRETE is committed to protecting the built environment
with products that are engineered to be lightweight, have a
low VOC content and include post-consumer recycled content.
When designing and constructing tile and stone installations
on projects that require GREEN, eco-friendly products, or
sustainable products look no further than LATICRETE.
Backed up by a comprehensive system warranty. Reliability, Durability and
Sustainability are not just buzz words - they are driving tenets that are the
forefront in our product engineering, design, formulation & manufacturing
processes.
When you see the LATICRETE ‘Responsibly Green’ logo you can rest assured
that many of the innovative products that are produced in Australia by
LATICRETE are Low VOC.
Click here to view/download our Green Certified Low VOC products.
Click here to view/download Comprehensive System Warranty.
ARE YOU GETTING READY TO START A PROJECT?

Contact us about your next project by calling 1800 331 012 or email us here.
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PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

FAMILY HOME RENOVATION
IN ARMADALE, VIC
BUILDER: PROFESSIONAL BATHROOMS
TILER: IRELAND TILING
PLUMBER: NEW VISION PLUMBING
DESIGNED & MANAGED BY: RESIDENT AVENUE
TILE SUPPLIER: SIGNORINO TILE GALLERY
LATICRETE SUPPLIER: TILERS WAREHOUSE NARRE WARREN
PHOTOGRAPHER: MICHELLE BROADHURST PHOTOGRAPHY

The Situation
Picture this - a circa 1930s home in Armadale, Victoria with solid brick
walls had become outdated over the years. The owners wanted a fresh,
modern, and functional bathroom, which had a variety of challenges.
Melbourne tiler, Bryce Ireland from Ireland Tiling and his team, working
alongside the builder, Professional Bathrooms were awarded the job and
had to be confident on how to approach the renovation from the first day
to ensure they met their customers’ requirements. To make sure the
technically challenging installation stood the test of time, while meeting
the budget and quality expectations of Resident Avenue, Bryce Ireland
contacted LATICRETE Sales Representatives in Victoria, Corey Downes
and Chris Stenhouse to discuss the situation.

Working with reps that were both qualified tilers gave us the reassurance we were not getting the wrong information or sold installation
materials that would not meet our needs. We we’re very pleased with the level of service from the LATICRETE team, whether it was
via phone or onsite they were happy to provide the right advice on how to tackle this renovation and get the right materials for the
3 different substrates we had in this room. Bryce Ireland, Ireland Tiling.

The Challenge
The classic 1930’s home had solid brick walls with no
additional space to renovate. Constructing a new wall
was not an option, the concrete floors were uneven and
therefore a lot of work would be required for levelling
the floors and straightening the walls before work could
commence on renovating the master ensuite.
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PROJECT SPOTLIGHT Continued

A LATICRETE Solution
Offering a quality installation solution that met and exceeded his
customers’ expectations was important to Bryce. After a free on-site
consultation with LATICRETE and in-depth conversations, a full installation
solution tailored to both the tiler and the client’s needs was specified.
Achieving a LATICRETE 15-year system warranty, the tiler, builder and
interior design firm were all confident they were on the right track. To
begin with 3701 Fortified Mortar Bed was used for the shower base
screed and to re-render the existing solid brick wall as it wasn’t plumb
or flat and the existing wet area plaster board was damaged. The
existing floors were an uneven concrete slab from the original floor laid
in the 1930's so LATICRETE LEVEL was the perfect installation material
to smooth the floor. LATICRETE products are easy to use and great in
performance as time was of the essence. 3701 Fortified Mortar Bed,
LATAPOXY® Moisture Shield, HYDRO BAN® and 335 Rapid all
contributed in speeding up the drying time. 335 Rapid was used to
adhere the 300mm x 600mm Tundra Grey floor and wall tiles.
SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium Grout (in Stirling Silver) was used on the
floor and wall tiles. STONETECH® Bulletproof sealer was used to provide
maximum protection on the natural stone against oil and water-based
stains and preserving the stones natural appearance. LATICRETE Victorian
Technical Sales Representative, Corey Downes and Chris Stenhouse were
both available, providing technical support throughout the project both
on-site and over the phone when required.

Outcome
The result was a fantastic project due to the right products which provided
the finish the clients expected. “This is one of our favourite pieces of
work to date and one we are very proud to be a part of.” Bryce Ireland.

The service from LATICRETE was second to none. Nothing was a problem and they were always happy to share their expertise when
helping us find the right products. Corey and Chris always had a solution for us. Michael Kirwan, Professional Bathrooms
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LATICRETE POOL, SPA AND FOUNTAIN TILING SYSTEMS

LATICRETE POOL, SPA AND
FOUNTAIN TILING SYSTEMS
The LATICRETE Pool, Spa and Fountain Tiling Systems is composed of time and job proven LATICRETE tile installation
products which have been successfully installed around the world for over 65 years.
It provides single source responsibility for these demanding, high performance applications. The LATICRETE
System delivers superior performance with the latest technology in construction materials and methods.
The LATICRETE Pool, Spa and Fountain System with epoxy grouts, delivers greater chemical resistance,
higher strengths, more flexibility.
Single source systems approach for pools and spas:
■	LATICRETE polymer fortified and epoxy adhesives provide ≥150% greater bond than the highest
Australian Standard requirements.
■ LATICRETE epoxy grouts provide greater chemical resistance than cementitious grouts.
■	Single source supply of key system materials such as underlayments, waterproof membranes, tile
adhesive and grouts.
■ Safe, easy-to-install, water-cleanable products which reduce labour and improve productivity.
In addition, the LATICRETE System provides:
■ Permanent installations.
■ Technical services - We will help your architectural staff with proper specifications and details.
■	Job site assistance - Our technical network assures that you will have on-site assistance when and where
you need it.
■ Guaranteed - Written labour and materials warranty.

Click here to view/download the Pool, Spa & Fountain Tiling Systems brochure. For more information
on LATICRETE trouble-free installation products, training, or technical support, contact your local LATICRETE
Representative on 1800 331 012 or email: sales@laticrete.com.au.

The LATICRETE Pool, Spa
and Fountain System with
epoxy grouts, delivers greater
chemical resistance, higher
strengths, more flexibility.

Credits to:
Contractor: Brindabella Renovations
Photographer: Real Images
Location: Wahroonga, NSW)
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SUPERCAP SPOTLIGHT

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR SYSTEM AND
YOU'LL FIND BENEFITS THAT GO WAY
BEYOND EXTREMELY FLAT FLOORS!
The LATICRETE® SUPERCAP® System combines industry leading, patented pump truck technology and innovative
products to deliver perfectly flat, dry floors.
For over a decade, we have delivered spectacular time-saving, cost-effective solutions
that correct uneven concrete, reduce moisture vapour emissions and shorten build
times. This system benefits the entire project from design to completion, all backed by
the industry leader in globally proven construction solutions.
LATICRETE® SUPERCAP® is a premium self-levelling underlayment (SLU) and
patented mobile blending unit, that corrects concrete deflection to an extremely flat
specification at a blistering rate. This allows trades to maximise their efficiency and
it done without tying up lifts or creating harmful dust, making for a safer job site.
Benefits of the LATICRETE® SUPERCAP® Pump Truck system:
■	A revolutionary self-levelling system for new construction and renovations
■	Saves significant time, reducing build schedule and construction site chaos
■ The only thing that goes in the building is a hose, eliminating dust
■ Guaranteed to meet substrate tolerances for all types of floor coverings
■ Globally proven results backed by industry-leading warranties.

ONE SYDNEY HARBOUR BUILDING
AllPrep Flooring Specialists Pty Ltd have been awarded the major contract for the
installation of floor preparation works on the One Sydney Harbour project managed
by top tier one construction company Lendlease.
The One Sydney Harbour Project in Barangaroo will represent a new world-class
residential precinct in the South of Barangaroo, with an overriding vision to deliver
a landmark residential precinct for Sydney that will set the benchmark for Australian
apartment living.
The R1 Tower will be the tallest residential building in Sydney, finishing at a final
height of 247m.
With the project now in full swing, the AllPrep Flooring Specialists team have been on
site with the LATICRETE® SUPERCAP® pump truck. The initial pour involved pumping
from the ground floor to Level 3 and it took all but 12 minutes to complete the unit.
The audience viewed most facets of the operation of the LATICRETE® SUPERCAP®
AllPrep Pump Truck system from set up to clean up with a keen eye to gauge its safe
operation but were probably more taken with its sheer performance and positive
impacts on their project.
Consider using the LATICRETE SUPERCAP Pump Truck on your next project?
Contact AllPrep Flooring Specialists Pty Ltd
1300 ALLPREP | Email: david@allprepflooring.com.au | www.allprepflooring.com.au
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TRADE EVENTS & TRAINING

LATICRETE SUPPORTS TRAINING
Throughout 2021, LATICRETE Australia Technical Sales Reps show their commitment in continuing to educate and
provide technical support to the tile, stone and flooring industry.
At LATICRETE we provide training and classes that discuss commercial, residential, industrial tile and stone installation practices and industry standards.
Our training utilises both classroom and hands-on product demonstrations. Chat with your LATICRETE Rep to arrange a Trade Event or training for your team,
at your premises or ours!
To register your interest, contact your local LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep. Alternatively, call 1800 331 012 or email: seminars@laticrete.com.au

AMBER KELLYVILLE TRADE EVENT, NSW
Training is truly the key to success and we at LATICRETE Australia want to help our customers be successful and reach their full potential when using
LATICRETE installation materials, by providing FREE demonstrations on LATICRETE products. LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep, Craig Hunter, was at Amber
Kellyville for a trade afternoon demonstrating HYDRO BAN® and MVIS™ Veneer Mortar.

TRAINING
IS
THE KEY TO TRULY
SUCCESS

WATERPROOFING SEMINAR, COOLOOLA TILE COMPANY, QLD
LATICRETE QLD Technical Sales Reps, Shane Anderson and Corey Downes, held a Waterproofing seminar at Cooloola Tile Company, QLD. Attendees were
actively involved in discussions around regulations and standards, contractor's responsibilities, waterproofing issues, hands-on product demonstrations
followed by an assessment, and obtaining a contractor's certificate using HYDRO BAN® Waterproofing Crack Isolation Membrane.
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TRADE EVENTS & TRAINING CONT.

HYDRO BAN® ACCREDITATION TRAINING, NSW
Are you looking to upgrade your skills? Or do you want to
stand out from the rest of the crowd? Do as Permatec Pty Ltd
in Taren Point did, they booked accreditation training on
HYDRO BAN® at their premises with our LATICRETE Technical
Sales Rep, Glenn Mannix. This was great success for all
attendees as they are now well prepared for their next
project using HYDRO BAN®!

AMBER GREGORY HILLS TRADE BREAKFAST, NSW
Glenn Mannix, NSW LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep, was at Amber
Gregory Hills for a trade information morning. Local trade professionals
stopped by to discuss their projects and learn how LATICRETE products are
designed to save time and money by increasing productivity when time is
crucial. Even store owner Wayne Marshall got in on the fun with the
HYDRO BAN® SLURRY demonstration!

Its big smiles from Wayne Marshall while working with
HYDRO BAN SLURRY

ON-SITE DEMO WITH SANCO BUILD AND JOINERY, VIC
LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep, Chris Stenhouse, on-site
with Keegan and the team from Sanco Build and Joinery
in Emerald, VIC, while using SPECTRALOCK® PRO
Premium Grout* in "Smokey Grey" which is the perfect
match for these 610x610mm stone tiles for this
residential bathroom and laundry.
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TRAINING ON LATICRETE PRODUCTS

PRODUCT TRAINING PROGRAM USING:
HYDRO BAN® AND SPECTRALOCK®
PRO PREMIUM GROUT†
A short, concise, intensive training program specifically developed for industry installation contractors, distributors, dealers
and other industry professionals who want to improve their knowledge and increase their productivity as they become
familiar with SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Grout† and HYDRO BAN® waterproofing and crack isolation membrane.
Once completed, attendees who have met the requirements of the epoxy grout training program will become a
LATICRETE certified epoxy grouter.

Course Outline
Regulations & Standards
Contractors Certificate

Contractors Responsibilities
Assessment

Products

Hands-on

Waterproofing & Epoxy issues

HYDRO BAN® Waterproofing Membrane
A thin, liquid applied, load bearing waterproofing/
crack isolation membrane that DOES NOT require
the use of fabric in the field, coves or corners.
HYDRO BAN is a single component, self curing, liquid
rubber polymer that forms a flexible, seamless
waterproofing membrane.

§
§
§
§
§

Meets AS3740 & AS4654 Standards
Faster flood testing over fresh mortar beds
No fabric required in coves or corners*
Anti-fracture protection up to 3 mm
Easy to clean with water

SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Grout†
Designed to use on ceramic tile, glass tile and stone
applications, both residential and commercial. It can
be used both interior and exterior on floors and walls.
Ideal for re-grouting applications, SPECTRALOCK PRO
Premium Grout† is perfect for swimming pools,
fountains and other wet area applications.

Register your interest for FREE training on how
to use HYDRO BAN and SPECTRALOCK PRO
Premium Grout, contact LATICRETE Technical Support
on 1800 331 012 or email seminars@laticrete.com.au
†

§ Meets performance requirements of
AS ISO13007.3
§ A non-sag formula and StainProof* grout
that never needs sealing
§ Helps keep tile installations looking brand
new for years

TEAM
TRAINING
SES
CAN BE HEL SIONS
DE
ON YOUR P ITHER
REMIS
OR AT OUR ES
S!

United States Patent No.: 6,881,768 (and other Patents) | * See Data Sheet: DS-1036 and DS-1191 for complete information
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TECHNICAL SERVICES ARTICLE

WATERPROOF MEMBRANE SYSTEMS
- MOISTURE VAPOUR REDUCTION &
SUBSTRATE WETNESS
In today’s fast paced construction industry, meeting project
deadlines is critically important for the builder and client.
When it comes to waterproofing, there are a couple of issues in particular,
that more often than not, has a negative impact on construction programs
and the quality of the installation; wet concrete or masonry substrates and
a sometimes-accompanying high internal relative humidity and high moisture
vapour emission rates (MVER). It is important that contractors understand the
differences between the two moisture vapour issues to adequately mitigate
any effects on the installation itself and time pressures of the project.
Water is an essential ingredient in the making of concrete and the use of
excess water to facilitate installation and exposure to additional environmental
water, at times needs to be quantified to avoid installation problems with
subsequent coatings or finishes. The relative humidity of the concrete is the
amount of moisture in vapour form contained in the concrete and the
moisture vapor emission rate is a measurement of the speed and amount
of water that is released from concrete slabs.
Where more precise humidity and moisture vapour emission information is
required, standards and industry recommend ASTM F2170 Standard Test
Method for Determining Relative Humidity in Concrete Floor Slabs Using
In-situ Probes or ASTM F1869 Standard Test Method for Measuring
Moisture Vapor Emission Rate of Concrete Subfloor Using Anhydrous
Calcium Chloride, to determine the current moisture vapour conditions.

ASTM F2170 Standard Test Method for Determining
Relative Humidity in Concrete Floor Slabs Using
In-situ Probes (primary method).
This method of testing involves placing probes into drilled holes into the
concrete and taking readings with a hygrometer. It is worth noting that this
method is only accurate to interior concrete slabs. Generally, results of 75%
RH or below are acceptable for most tile and stone application, however
anything higher above this will need further preventative steps before
installation begins.

ASTM F1869 Calcium Chloride (Standard Test Method
for Measuring Moisture Vapour Emission Rate of
Concrete Subfloors Using Anhydrous Calcium Chloride)
This testing method involves placing a Petri dish of calcium chloride (covered
by a plastic dome adhered to the concrete) on the concrete and allowing the
Petri dish to remain in place between 60-72 hours. The calcium chloride
absorbs any moisture vapour that transmits through the concrete within the
plastic dome. The test kit if calcium chloride is weighed before and after the
testing period. The increase in weight after the test is complete will be used
to calculate the MVER. ASTM F1869 will give general guidelines on MVER
rates, however manufacturers own requirements take precedence.
High MVER can be problematic to waterproof membranes. HYDRO BAN®,
when applied over concrete with a high RH and high MVER rates will likely
cause the membrane to blister and lead to delamination issues. As pictured
right, the installation of HYDRO BAN was over a substrate with high
moisture vapour, causing the membrane to blister and retard the curing
process. When using HYDRO BAN, maximum amount of moisture content
should not exceed 24g/m2/24Hrs per ASTM F-1869 or 75% relative
humidity as measured with moisture probes per ASTM 2170. In cases
where moisture content exceeds these requirements, the first option first
and foremost is to allow the slab to dry and reach the required parameters.
However, this is quite often the unfavourable option due to the time and
cost with projects coming to a halt. Therefore, the use of a LATICRETE
moisture vapour reduction product is advised to protect the membrane
from the high moisture content.
LATAPOXY® Moisture Shield, is a 2 component, roller applied epoxy coating
specifically designed to reduce moisture vapour emissions in concrete and
other substrates. The product is mixed on a 1:1 ratio, and rolls like
paint. HYDRO BAN should be applied within 24 hours of the Moisture
Shield drying. For more information and installation instructions for
LATAPOXY Moisture Shield, click here.
As well as substrate moisture, HYDRO BAN Slurry can also be used to
reduce negative hydrostatic pressure. This is a cement based, one
component, polymer fortified material that mixes with water and easily
applies with brush, roller or trowel. For more information on HYDRO BAN
Slurry and installation instructions, click here.
For more information on LATICRETE and Moisture Vapour Emission Rate
(MVER), Relative Humidity and Moisture Testing of Concrete,
see TDS -1166.

LATAPOXY® Moisture Shield
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LATICRETE TECHNICAL SERVICES TIPS

HOT WEATHER TILING
AND GROUT TIPS
Summer is just kicking off, so make sure you are ready for the heat with these helpful hints
and tips for tiling in hot weather!
You want to ensure the best installation of your projects over the hotter months, and there is a simple rule to follow when
an installation is subjected to high temperatures: The 8ºC Rule – for every 8ºC above 21ºC, Portland cement, and epoxybased materials take half as long to cure.
General tips for working in hot temperatures
1.	For best results, always ship and store installation materials at 5ºC – 32ºC to extend the shelf life and working time.
Do not store products in direct sunlight. If installation materials are too warm, they should be cooled to the specified
temperature range for that specific product.
2.	Dampen or wet down substrate surfaces to not only clean the area but to lower the temperature and lower the
absorption rate of the substrate. Sweep off excess water just before mortar is applied. This step will extend the
working time of the installation materials.
3.	Stir latex additives thoroughly before mixing with thin-sets, grouts, plasters, stucco, and other Portland cement mortars.
4.	Due to the rapid rate of moisture loss and Portland cement dehydration at temperatures >32ºC, cover installations
with polyethylene sheeting for 1-2 days to allow curing at a more normal rate.
5. Low humidity also accelerates the curing process.
6. Tent off or provide shade when working in direct sunlight
7. Work during cooler periods of the day (e.g. early morning).
Continue reading the Hot Weather Tiling and Grouting TDS-1176 here.
For more information contact our Technical Services team by calling 1800 331 012 or email us here.
Photo credit: Don Macdonald, Project: Cairns, Shields Street Heart Mosaic
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OUR COMMITMENT
PRODUCT
FEATURE TO SUSTAINABILITY

KEEPING STONE & TILE
BEAUTIFUL. PROTECT
YOUR STONE AND TILE
Your investment in natural stone or premium tile deserves
the right product to ensure it retains its beauty and function
over the long term.
STONETECH® makes caring for your natural stone or tile easy. You can be
confident that you will extend the life and preserve the value of your investment.
STONETECH offers a complete range of professional-grade, surface care solutions
designed to PROTECT, CLEAN, and TRANSFORM your stone, tile, masonry, and
grout surfaces. STONETECH offers a complete range of professional-grade, surface
care solutions designed to PROTECT, CLEAN, and TRANSFORM your stone, tile,
masonry, and grout surfaces.
Our STONETECH Stone & Tile Care Guide provides a list of simple do’s and don’ts for
you to follow. It also contains an easy-to-understand product list, to find the right
STONETECH product for your needs. Click here to view/download.

■	PROTECT countertops, floors, splashback,
vanities and outdoor living areas for everyday use
with STONETECH natural look, penetrating sealers
and prevent unsightly water, oil and stain damage.
■	CLEAN safe and effectively with STONETECH daily,
heavy duty and problem solving cleaners that are
specifically formulated for use on stone, tile,
masonry and grout.
■	TRANSFORM the look of your surface with colour
or gloss enhancing sealers to restoration products
- we can help bring your surface back to life!

Click here to view/download our STONETECH Surface Care Product Selection Guide.
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TRIVIA FACTS

LATICRETE
TRIVIA FACTS
Trivia Questions
Q1.

LATICRETE was first founded in what year?
A:

1947

B:

1956

C:

1972

True or False: In 1979, world renowned Chinese-American architect, Mr. Leoh Ming Pei,
Q2.	
created his first design in China, the Fragrant Hill Hotel using LATICRETE products.

Where does LATICRETE Australia offer free training to tilers, builders, and specifiers?
Q3.	
A:

On the job site

D:

All of the above and more!

B:

In a classroom

C:

Online

Q4.	
True or false: You can get your project featured on LATICRETE social media just by
Q5.	Up to how many stories can the LATICRETE® SUPERCAP® mobile blending unit pump

up self-levelling underlayments?
A: Up to 20 stories
B: Up to 40 stories

C:

Up to 60 stories

1: B - 1956
2: True
3: D - All of the above and more!
4: True
5: C - Up to 60 stories

sharing your photos on Instagram and tagging @laticreteaustralia?
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GETTING SOCIAL

GETTING SOCIAL with LATICRETE Australia
Thank you to all our followers for tagging us in your projects. It’s great to
see where our products are being used and what projects you are working
on. Keep sharing and who knows, your project may just land up in our
newsletter or in a Project Spotlight!
laticreteaustralia

laticreteaustralia

laticrete-australia-pty-ltd

LaticreteAus

www.laticrete.com.au
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SOCIAL MEDIA COMPETITIONS & WINNERS!

In celebrating the 65th anniversary
of LATICRETE, we're running
several competitions on our
Instagram page!
In October we encouraged our
followers to post photos of
LATICRETE products on their
job sites or in their ute.
The winner of this competition is
In2 Tiles from Victoria, who has won
a $300 LATICRETE gift voucher and
a bundle of LATICRETE merchandise!
Congratulations.

What have we got up our
sleeve for the remaining
months this year?
In November - we are giving away 40x LATICRETE t-shirts!
Keep an eye on our Instagram page for all the details.
In December - we want to hear from our followers!
The winner will win a $300 LATICRETE gift voucher PLUS
a picnic hamper full of tasty treats to the value of $200.

Stay tuned by following us on our socials!
For your chance to win future LATICRETE competitions, make sure you're following us.

Follow us:

HOLIDAY SCHEDULE 2021

greetings

Dear Valued Customer,

LATICRETE Australia will be closing in December for the year end stocktake and the Christmas/New Year period.
NO SHIPPING OR RECEIVING
Friday, 17 December 2021, due to year end stocktake

ALL LOCATIONS WILL BE CLOSED FROM
3.30pm Wednesday, 22 December 2021

BUSINESS & SHIPPING AS NORMAL
Monday, 20 December 2021, (7am - 3.30pm)
Tuesday, 21 December 2021, (7am - 3.30pm)

ALL LOCATIONS WILL REOPEN
Monday, 10 January 2022

T-2949-1121

LATICRETE Australia Pty Ltd 29 Telford Street, Virginia, QLD 4014 1800 331 012 www.laticrete.com.au
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